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Abstract Understanding the mechanisms that cause effusive eruptions is the key to mitigating their
associated hazard. Here we combine results from permanent ultraviolet (UV) cameras, and from other
geophysical observations (seismic very long period, thermal, and infrasonic activity), to characterize volcanic
SO2 flux regime in the period prior, during, and after Stromboli’s August–November 2014 effusive eruption.
We show that, in the 2 months prior to effusion onset, the SO2 flux levels are 2 times average level. We explain
this anomalously high SO2 regime as primarily determined by venting of rapidly rising, pressurized SO2-rich
gas pockets produced by strombolian explosions being more frequent and intense than usual. We develop a
procedure to track (and count), in the UV camera record, the SO2 flux pulses produced by individual
explosions and puffing activity (active degassing). We find that these SO2 pulses are far more numerous
(67 ± 47 events per hour) before the effusion onset than during normal activity (20 ± 15 events per hour). This
observation, combined with geophysical evidence, demonstrates an elevated gas bubble supply to the
shallow conduits, causing elevated explosive and puffing activity. This increase (≥0.1 m3 s�1) in magma
transport rate in the north-east feeding conduits finally triggers effusion onset. Active degassing remains
elevated also during the effusive phase, supporting the persistence of explosive and puffing activity during
the effusive eruption, deep in the volcanic conduit. Our results demonstrate that permanent UV cameras can
valuably contribute to monitoring at high-sampling frequency gas dynamics and fluxes, thus opening the
way to direct comparison with more established geophysical observations.

1. Introduction

The last decades have assisted with major advances in the monitoring of active volcanoes via instrumental
observations of volcanic gas composition and flux [Edmonds et al., 2003; Galle et al., 2010; Oppenheimer
et al., 2014; Aiuppa, 2015; Fischer and Chiodini, 2015; Saccorotti et al., 2015]. The recent advent of UV
cameras [Mori and Burton, 2006; Bluth et al., 2007], in particular, has expanded our ability to image volcanic
gas plumes and is now paving the way to quantification of volcanic SO2 fluxes at high sampling rate and
with high spatial resolution (see Burton et al. [2015a] for a review). The improved temporal resolution of UV
camera-based SO2 fluxes has also prompted improved integration between gas and geophysical data sets,
including seismicity [McGonigle et al., 2009; Kazahaya et al., 2011; Tamburello et al., 2012; Nadeau et al.,
2015], infrasound [Dalton et al., 2010; Delle Donne et al., 2016], and solid emissions [Barnie et al., 2015].
The first prototypes of automated UV cameras are also being deployed at volcanoes [Kern et al., 2015;
Burton et al., 2015b; D’Aleo et al., 2016], but long-term SO2 flux records from such permanent networks
are yet to be obtained [D’Aleo et al., 2016].

Such long-term, semicontinuous UV camera observations are particularly needed at Stromboli volcano, Italy
(Figure 1). Regular activity at Stromboli is characterized by mild explosions (Volcanic Explosive Index = 1)
repeating every 5–10min [Rosi et al., 2000; Ripepe et al., 2008], which reflects low viscosity and efficient degas-
sing of the magma in the feeding conduits. Such regular strombolian explosions are associated with very
long period (VLP) seismic events that are interpreted as due to the volumetric expansion of gas slugs ascend-
ing inside the conduit [Ripepe et al., 2001; Chouet et al., 2003]. During periods of regular explosive activity, the
averagedmagma supply rate is 0.1–0.5 m3/s [Harris and Stevenson, 1997; Allard et al., 1994; Burton et al., 2007;
Ripepe et al., 2005]. This “regular” explosive activity is occasionally interrupted by effusive events due to vent
opening along the Sciara del Fuoco depression (Figure 1). These effusive episodes usually last from weeks to
months, discharge trachy-basaltic lava at >1 m3/s [Coppola et al., 2012], and feed million cubic meters large
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lava flow fields [Barberi et al., 1993; Marsella et al., 2012]. These effusive crises are of especial concern since
they have occasionally triggered tsunamogenic landslides [Tinti et al., 2005; Chiocci et al., 2008] and
paroxysmal explosions [Rosi et al., 2006, 2013; Ripepe and Harris, 2008; Aiuppa et al., 2010; Calvari et al.,
2011, Pistolesi et al., 2011; Pioli et al., 2014] that have impacted the inhabited areas on the volcano. As such,
predicting onset of effusive eruptions is particularly relevant for risk assessment and mitigation [Barberi
et al., 2009; Rosi et al., 2013].

All recent (post-1985) effusive unrests at Stromboli start at the climax of a phase of escalating strombolian
activity, in which explosions became more frequent and intense than usual [Ripepe et al., 2005, 2009;
Calvari et al., 2010]. Ripepe et al. [2005, 2009, 2015] and Calvari et al. [2010] elaborate on this information
proposing a mechanism in which an increase in magma supply rate drives transition from regular explosive
activity to effusion. This increased magma transport in the shallow feeding conduit(s) initially causes intensi-
fication of strombolian activity and finally leads to fracture opening within the gravitationally unstable Sciara
del Fuoco scar and onset of lava effusion. The precursory acceleration of strombolian activity is typically
detected by large variations in geophysical parameters [Ripepe et al., 2009, 2015; Valade et al., 2016] but is
more difficult to identify in the gas flux record.

Here we report on SO2 flux time series recorded for a 2 year long period encompassing Stromboli’s
August–October 2014 effusive eruption [Valade et al., 2016]. Our SO2 flux record is obtained using a fully
autonomous, permanent UV Camera system (Figure 1) and represents the longest and most continuous
SO2 flux record obtained with this novel methodology. Gas flux results are integrated with geophysical infor-
mation (seismic VLP, thermal, and infrasonic activity) to investigate Stromboli’s degassing dynamics through
amultidisciplinary approach. Our aim is to test if the spatially and temporally improved acquisition frequency
of UV cameras can allow identifying precursory variations in the SO2 degassing regime at the explosive-to-
effusive transition. We then exploit the camera’s ability to provide accurate assessments on plume speed
right above the crater terrace (Figure 2) and to distinguish active (explosions and puffing) versus passive
(quiescent) degassing modes [Tamburello et al., 2012]. Our results reveal UV cameras as powerful tools for
remotely monitoring volcanic SO2 fluxes.

Figure 1. Map of Stromboli volcano showing the Roccette site (ROC), where the seismic station, FLIR IR camera, and the UV
camera system are located, and viewing angle of the crater area (CT). EAR is indicating the position of the five-element
infrasonic array used for acoustic location of volcanic activity. The map shows also the position of the effusive vent opened
on 7 August 2014 (EF) and the area covered by the lava flow emplaced during the effusive crisis.
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2. Stromboli’s 2014
Effusive Eruption

Stromboli’s 2014 effusive eruption
lasted from 7 August to 22
November. The eruption exhibited a
number of similarities as with recent
effusive crises in 1985 [De Fino et al.,
1988], 2002–2003 [Calvari et al.,
2010] and 2007 [Barberi et al., 2009].
As in previous eruptions, onset of
the effusive event was preceded by
~2 months of escalating explosive
activity at the summit craters
[Valade et al., 2016]. This was
followed by gravitational failure of
the upper northeastern portion of
the crater terrace, with the opening
of a lateral effusive vent along the
Sciara del Fuoco on 7 August 2014,
at 05:00 GMT [Valade et al., 2016].
Effusive rates were very high
(>20 m3/s) in the first 2 days, result-
ing in the emission of ∼1.6 × 106 m3

of lava, due to rapid drainage of the
upper conduit system [Ripepe et al.,
2015]. From 9 August and for the first
month of the eruption, the effusion
rate showed an exponential
decrease, reaching steady values of
0.2–0.4 m3/s in mid-September. The
eruption finally ceased on 22
November 2014, with a final volume
of ∼5.5 × 106 m3 of lava [Valade
et al., 2016].

3. Methods
3.1. UV Camera System

The SO2 flux results discussed in this
study are obtained from a perma-
nent, fully autonomous UV camera
system installed in May 2014 at
Roccette site (NE upper flank of

Stromboli, at 750 m above sea level; ROC in Figure 1). This novel multi-instrument UV camera system was
designed within the framework of the project BRIDGE (http://www.bridge.unipa.it/; funded by the
European Research Council). Hardware specifications and data processing routines are detailed in
the Appendix.

The Roccette site allows the study of degassing activity from only ~500 m of distance from the active vents,
thus offering an optimal view of the NE sector of the crater terrace (Figure 2a). From this proximal site, it is also
possible to separate gas flux contributions from external (north-east [NE] + hornito) and internal (south-west
[SW] + Central) portions of the crater terrace (Figures 1 and 2). The UV camera system transfers data in real-
time from the instrument module to the acquisition/processing module using a WiFi radio (see Appendix).
The latter is remotely installed at the local volcano observatory to minimize power consumption at the

Figure 2. (a) SO2 column densities calculated on a 250 × 130 m area image
encompassing the crater terrace. Black arrows correspond to gas velocity
vectors calculated on high coherence regions of the images. (b) Gas velocities
and (c) SO2 column density distributions are calculated within the yellow
boxes, in order to derive the (d) SO2 density flux distribution along the entire
crater area. SO2 total flux for a given sector is then calculated by integrating
the density flux over the total length of the image. (e) An example of cali-
bration curve using colocated UV-scanning spectrometer which allows us to
convert uncalibrated absorbance intensities into SO2 column densities.
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remote site and ensures full operation during winter time, when bad weather conditions and reduced
sunlight decrease performance of solar panels.

3.2. Automatic SO2 Flux Measurements From UV Camera Images

UV camera images (Figure 2a) are calibrated and processed by the acquisition/processing module (see
Appendix) to obtain time series of the SO2 flux (Figure 3a).

Image processing is conducted on a restricted image portion, capturing a subregion located just above the
crater rim (Figure 2a). In these near-vent image portions, the SO2 absorption signal is maximized relative to
the atmospheric background. This procedure also aims at minimizing atmospheric effects, such as air entrain-
ment in the plume and complexities in the local wind field. Our “near-vent” calculations are also aimed at
measuring plume velocities more directly related to degassing internal dynamics, to better highlight changes
in the volcano’s regime.

We select a series of rectangular regions over the crater terrace (Figure 2a) and calculate time series of the
plume velocity field (cf. 7.3) and SO2 column density (cf. 7.2) inside each of these regions (see Appendix
for details). From this, profiles of plume speed (Figure 2b) and SO2 column density (Figure 2c) along a crater
terrace transect are obtained. Plume speed is calculated by applying the Lucas and Kanade [1981] optical flow
algorithm to sets of consecutive UV camera images. This involves an automatic selection of high intensity (i.e.,
high SO2 column density) pixels within the plume showing high spatial coherence in consecutive frames (see
Appendix, A3). Plume speed profiles, in both horizontal and vertical directions of movement (Figure 2b), are
derived by averaging (in each rectangular region) the calculated two-dimensional velocity field and filtering
out velocity points with low coherence. To quantify plume speed uncertainty along the profile, we calculate
the standard deviation associated with the population of velocity vectors calculated within each monitored
rectangular region at each time stamp (2 s) (Figure 2a). This procedure is based on the idea that a highly
coherent plume front will be characterized by consistent velocity vectors (resulting in low standard

Figure 3. (a) Total SO2 flux calculated integrating the contribution of the entire crater area from 1 June 2014 to 30 May
2016, compared with (b) VLP seismic rate expressed in number of events per hour, (c) thermal explosive activity as
detected by FLIR thermo-camera and expressed in number of explosions per hour, and (d) thermal effusive activity as
detected by MIROVA. SO2 flux is elevated in the periods of high thermal (effusive or explosive) and VLP seismic activities.
Red triangles stand for the lava overflow events.
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deviation), while a low coherent front will be characterized by more heterogeneous velocity population (and,
thus, higher standard deviation).

A SO2 flux density profile (in kg m�1 s�1) is then obtained from combination of plume speed and SO2 column
density profiles (Figure 2d). This SO2 flux density profile is calculated along an ideal section linking the centers
of the rectangles of Figure 2a and by multiplying SO2 column density profile by the normal component of the
velocity profile (relative to this ideal section). Finally, the SO2 flux for a desired portion of the profile is deter-
mined by 1-D integration over that desired portion. The total SO2 flux is finally obtained by summation over
all the integration cells (column densities) showing high spatial coherence in consecutive frames. We caution
that, owing to the position of our measurement site, our total SO2 flux time series fully includes gas contribu-
tions from the northeastern segment of the crater terrace but may underestimate emissions from the
central + SW craters, which are partially hidden by the NE crater’s ridge.

The daily averaged SO2 fluxes, with their standard deviation, are shown in Figure 3a. The standard deviation is
obtained as root-mean-square average of standard deviation values associated with all single SO2 flux
measurements that concur to calculation of the daily average.

The SO2 flux density profiles (in kg m�1 s�1) are also used to locate the sectors, within the crater terrace, that
mainly contribute to the total SO2 flux (Figure 2a). Operatively, this can be achieved by peaking maxima in
SO2 flux density profile (Figure 2d). This procedure allows us to discriminate degassing among different vents
and then to spatially resolve degassing activity through time (Figure 4).

3.3. Picking Active SO2 Degassing

High-rate SO2 flux time series at Stromboli typically exhibit sudden and short-lived gas flux pulses that are
overimposed over a rather constant background signal [McGonigle et al., 2009; Tamburello et al., 2012;
Pering et al., 2016]. Intercomparison with seismic data has shown that the largest SO2 flux pulses

Figure 4. (a) Close up (1 June 1 and 31 December 2014) of total SO2 flux time series encompassing the explosive-effusive
transition (vertical red dashed line) and associated (b) SO2 flux distribution along the crater terrace showing two main
degassing sources corresponding to the SW + Central craters and NE + Hornito craters, respectively. Explosive-effusive
transition marks the cessation of degassing from SW + Central craters, which progressively restores at the end of the
effusive phase. (c) Infrasonic source location of explosive events and puffing activity detected by EAR array shows a
coherent degassing distribution only before eruption onset when infrasonic amplitude is high. After eruption onset infra-
sonic detections become more scattered and characterized by lower amplitudes, thus preventing a precise location of gas
emission. Red triangles indicate the lava overflow events.
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correspond to the rapid ascent, within the camera field of view (FOV), of overpressured gas jets released by
strombolian explosions [Tamburello et al., 2012]. Stromboli’s SO2 total flux can thus be interpreted as the
summation of two independent degassing processes: a nearly constant gas emission originated from
quiescent degassing and an impulsive gas contribution (SO2 flux pulses) related to explosions and puffing
activity (active degassing) (Figures 5 and 6).

To fully characterize these distinct degassing behaviors, we develop an automatic technique that identifies
(and counts) the SO2 pulses in the SO2 flux time series. Our peak-finder algorithm is designed to characterize
duration and amplitude of every single pulse in the SO2 flux time series (Figure 6a). Such pulses can be
identified in a time series as local maxima above a fixed threshold, having a fast ramp and a slower waning
phase (Figure 6a [see also Pering et al., 2016]). In order to resolve pulses with fast ramp (more likely related to
gas burst at the magma free surface) from slower ones (related to fluctuation in passive degassing), we apply
the peak searching algorithm to the first derivative of the SO2 flux, using a fixed threshold of 1 kg/s2. Then, all
identified pulses are characterized for their amplitude and duration. Amplitude is calculated by subtracting,
from each peak flux value in the pulse population, the background SO2 flux value measured just (one sample)
before the pulse peak time. Pulse duration is calculated as the time interval from pulse onset to termination

Figure 5. (a) Gas velocity distribution over time and comparison with total SO2 flux. Periods characterized by elevated SO2
fluxes are also the periods where gas velocities are the highest. (b) Four examples of 1 h long SO2 flux time series calculated
during (1) high explosive (black mark in Figures 5a and 5c), (2) effusive (blue mark in Figures 5a and 5c), (3) posteffusive
(red mark in Figures 5a and 5c), and (4) low explosive phases (purple mark in Figures 5a and 5c), showing SO2 fluxes are
always characterized by pulses, generally associated with explosive and puffing events. (c) Velocity distribution associated
with these different phases nicely mark changes in volcanic dynamic.
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(e.g., the time the flux time series
returns back to its prepulse value).
Pulse SO2 mass is finally calculated
by integrating the flux time series
over the entire pulse duration. The
peak finder algorithm is properly
tuned from comparison with results
obtained using manual picking. The
average discrepancy between manual
and automatic picking methods
is ≈10%.

3.4. VLP Seismicity, Thermal, and
Infrasonic Activity

Our SO2 flux results are compared
with broadband seismic records and
infrared (IR) images acquired by
ROC, one of the five Stromboli’s
multiparametric geophysical stations
of the Laboratorio di Geofisica
Sperimentale (LGS) of the University
of Firenze (UNIFI). The ROC station is
colocated with the UV camera system
(Figure 1) and is equipped with a
broadband seismometer (Guralp
CMG-40 T, 800 V/m/s with an eigen-
period of 30 s) and a FLIR-A310
thermal camera (sampled at 5 Hz).

The SO2 flux data are primarily inter-
preted from comparison with seismic
VLP data. Seismic VLP signals are
commonly associated with strombo-
lian eruptions and are explained as
due to volumetric changes occurring
during generation, ascent, and burst-

ing of gas slugs [Blackburn et al., 1976; Ripepe et al., 2001; Chouet et al., 2003]. Ripepe et al. [2005] show that the
daily average of very long period (VLP) events per hour and SO2 flux follows the same trend during the effu-
sive to explosive transition associated with the 2003 eruption of Stromboli volcano, thus suggesting a close
link between gas flux and VLP seismicity. The same conclusion has been achieved also by Ohwada et al.
[2013] by analyzing a 40 year data set of SO2 flux and seismic activity at Asama volcano. These authors find
that the fluctuations of SO2 fluxes correlate with the number of VLP earthquakes. Overall, these studies
suggest that VLP seismicity is a good proxy for gas dynamics in the conduit and therefore represents an ideal
benchmark to interpret our derived SO2 flux time series.

In this study, VLP seismicity is detected by band-pass filtering the cumulative ground displacement in the
0.03–1 Hz frequency band. The VLP seismic rate, reported in Figure 3b, is evaluated by visual inspection of
low-pass-filtered seismic records, and no automatic detection algorithm was applied. VLP signals recorded
at ROC station (Figure 1) are always clearly visible above the seismic noise, being this station located at very
close distance (<1 km) from the inferred position of the VLP source [Chouet et al., 2003]. VLP signals are char-
acterized by a typical waveform well distinct from other signals (ocean microseism, teleseismic events, etc.).
The rate of occurrence of VLP signals is then easily evaluated at a daily basis.

Explosive activity at Stromboli is also monitored using a FLIR-A310 thermal camera, installed at ROC, by
detecting strombolian explosions as an increase in the average temperature in the monitored field of view
[Marchetti et al., 2009]. These thermal transients are then manually picked to derive thermal explosive rate

Figure 6. Figure 6. (a) Example of automatic extraction of pulses in the SO2
flux time series using the calibrated local peak finding algorithm. The algo-
rithm allows us to resolve active (red) and passive (gray) degassing.
(b) 30,993 gas pulses have been identified with SO2 mass ranging between
<1 and 200 kg and showing a power law distribution.
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that is indicating the level of explosive activity at active craters on a daily basis (Figure 3c). Transition from
explosive to effusive phases at Stromboli is characterized by cessation of explosive activity at the summit
crater [Ripepe et al., 2005, 2009]. Therefore, no significant thermal transient can be detected by the thermal
camera during the 2014 effusive phase (Figure 3c). Measurements of lava effusion rate are important to
constrain onset, evolution through time, and end of effusive activity [Calvari et al., 2010]. Thermal satellite
remote sensing using the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor offers a great
opportunity to follow volcanic unrest from space and to characterize effusive activity in near-real time. We
here use data from Middle InfraRed Observation of Volcanic Activity (MIROVA) system [Coppola et al., 2015]
to give temporal constraints on eruption onset, duration, and intensity through time (Figure 3d).

UV-based degassing source location is also compared with back azimuth associated with EAR (Figure 1) array
infrasonic detections (Figure 4c). Infrasound is commonly used at Stromboli to locate active degassing
[Ripepe et al., 2007, 2009], giving then an independent robust constrain on active degassing location.
Infrasound is processed following the methodology described in Ripepe and Marchetti [2002] and allowing
us to detect amplitude and direction of provenance of infrasonic coherent wave fronts generated by
explosive dynamics.

4. Results
4.1. Geophysical Observations

The Stromboli’s 2014 effusive eruption starts at the climax of a ~ 2 month long period of escalating explosive
activity at the summit craters (Figure 3). This preeffusion phase is characterized by a gradual and constant
increase in intensity and hourly rate of strombolian explosions (Figure 3c). Intensifying explosive activity in
June–July 2014, with intense spattering events from the northeast (NE) crater, is also accompanied by nine
short-lived lava overflows (Figures 3–5). During the same period, very long period (VLP) seismicity shows a
coherent increasing trend, from ~10–15 events per hour (in June) up to ~25 events per hour (in early August)
(Figure 3b). The effusive eruption finally starts on 7 August, as due to the collapse of the eastern margin of the
summit crater terraces, generating large rockfalls along the Sciara del Fuoco (Figure 1). No clearly visible
explosive activity is detected at the summit craters after the effusion starts, but VLP seismicity remains at a
high rate of ~20 events per hour (as in previous eruptions [Ripepe et al., 2005, 2009]). Lava effusion rate
(Figure 3d) initially peaks at>20 m3/s in the first few hours of the eruption and then exponentially decreases
down to more stable values of 0.2–0.4 m3/s in mid-September [Valade et al., 2016]. The eruption ends on 22
November 2014. In the following 6 months, explosive activity at the summit craters remains very low
(Figure 3), and is characterized by sporadic ash emissions. VLP seismicity also remains stable and low (at
<10 events per hour; Figure 3). Explosive ordinary activity progressively restores at the summit craters by
July 2015.

4.2. Total SO2 Fluxes

Figure 3a illustrates our temporal record of daily averaged SO2 fluxes for the June 2014–May 2016 period
(Table S1 in the supporting information). These daily averages range between 17 and 568 t/d. The standard
deviation associated with each daily flux, also shown in Figure 3a, ranges from 6 to 65 t/d and is taken as
confidence bound indicating the uncertainty associated with the measurements.

Our SO2 flux record is interpreted in tandem with independent geophysical information, primarily VLP
seismicity (Figure 3b). Our combined SO2-VLP results highlight distinct degassing dynamics for the periods
prior, during, and after the 2014 effusive eruption. In June to July 2014, before the onset of the effusion,
the SO2 flux ranges between 76 ± 13 t/d and 403 ± 45 t/d, with temporal fluctuations following those of
VLP seismic and explosive rates (Figure 3a–3c). In particular, the SO2 flux progressively increases from early
June to mid-July 2014 (Figure 4a) and peaks at 403 ± 45 t/d (on 8 July) during the lava overflow events
(red triangles in Figures 3, 4, and 7), when seismic (Figure 3b) and explosive (Figure 3c) activities are also
particularly strong. After a general activity drop in the second half of July, that is consistently observed in
the SO2, thermal and VLP record (Figure 3), explosive activity resumes in early August. This activity escalation
(Figure 3c), which finally leads to failure of the NE crater, is not entirely captured by our SO2 flux observations,
owing to poor visibility conditions from 6 August to 9 August (Figure 4).
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After the effusive eruption starts on 7 August, the SO2 flux exhibits a marked increase, from 200 ± 20 t/d to
568 ± 66 t/d (Figures 3a and 4a). These moderate to high (for Stromboli) SO2 fluxes persist during the entire
effusive period (average for the August–September 2014 period: 250 ± 39 t/d) and match well the escalating
VLP seismicity (>20 events per hour; Figure 3b). This latter occurs in spite of the absence of visible explosive
activity on the volcano’s summit (Figure 3c). An average of 25 VLP events per hour is detected during the
September period. Since October 2014, however, as the effusive eruption progressively vanishes (Figure 3d),
the SO2 flux gradually decreases down to ~100 t/d, coherently with a general decrease in the VLP seismic rate
(compare Figures 3a and 3b).

The end of effusive activity is fixed at 22 November [Valade et al., 2016] by the sudden drop of volcanic radia-
tive power detected by MIROVA (Figure 3d). The stable and low (<50 t/d) SO2 fluxes persist during the
November 2014–April 2015 posteruptive phase, during which strombolian activity is absent or very weak.
A mild SO2 flux increase is finally observed after May 2015, simultaneously with a moderate increase in
VLP seismic daily rate and a progressive resumption of explosive activity at the summit craters (Figure 3).
The SO2 flux maintains to such levels, far below those seen in the preeffusion period, until May 2016.

4.3. Active Degassing

The SO2 flux pulses are clearly visible as rapid, rhythmic fluctuations in the UV camera records taken at 0.5 Hz
(Figures 5b and 6a). We identify 30,993 pulses with average duration and mass of 8.3 s and 9.8 kg, respec-
tively. SO2 masses show a power law distribution, implying a self-similarity in the process controlling the
dynamics of pulses (e.g., degassing dynamics are similar in explosions having different intensities)
(Figure 6b).

Figure 7a shows the temporal record of the rate of occurrence of SO2 flux pulses (expressed as the number of
SO2 pulses per hour). During the acquisition period (June 2014–May 2016), the SO2 impulse rate varies widely,
between 0 and 229 pulses per hour (Figure 7a). Importantly, the SO2 pulses are visibly far more numerous
during the preeruptive and eruptive phases than in the posteruptive phase (Figures 5c), see also Figure 7a.

The hourly number of detected SO2 pulses far exceeds the seismic VLP rate (10–30 events per hour). This is
consistent with visual examination of the two time series, showing that only the largest (> 10 kg) impulses
are associated with “visible” explosions. Instead, the more numerous weakest pulses correspond to emissions
of small overpressured gas pockets with no seismic (and thermal) evidence, which might be associated with
puffing activity (active degassing) [Ripepe and Gordeev, 1999; Ripepe et al., 2002; Harris and Ripepe, 2007].

Figure 7. (a) SO2 impulse rate within entire acquisition period. Preeffusive and intereffusive periods (yellow area) are char-
acterized by the highest rates up to 229 events per hour while posteffusive phase is characterized by a lower rate of 15
events per hour. (b) SO2 flux associated with active degassing shows highest values up to 350 t/d within effusive phase;
(c) ratio between active and total flux shows the highest contribution of active degassing during effusive phase. Red
triangles represent the lava overflow events.
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To quantify the contribution of active degassing to the bulk SO2 flux, we calculate the total SO2 masses
released by SO2 pulses on a daily basis. The so-derived active SO2 flux (Figure 7b) shows large variability
and peaks at 350 t/d at the beginning of the effusive phase. The ratio between the active SO2 flux and the
total SO2 flux (Figure 7c) averages at ≈17% and also identifies distinct degassing phases during the 2 years
of observation. We find that the contribution of the active SO2 flux to the total SO2 budget is systematically
higher (>40%) during the effusive phase, peaking at ≈60% during the initial phase of the eruption. The
active/total flux ratio is also high (≈30%) in the June–July 2014, confirming the unusually high degassing
regime of the vigorous strombolian phase that precedes the effusive eruption onset. In contrast, active
degassing contributes <20% of the total SO2 flux in the post-October 2014 “quiescent” phase. Our results
are at the upper range (and beyond) of previous estimates of the active versus passive degassing contribu-
tion at Stromboli, ranging from 10–45% [Tamburello et al., 2012] to 45% [Harris and Ripepe, 2007].

4.4. Source Location of SO2 Fluxes

The high spatial resolution of UV cameras allows locating the sectors, within the crater terrace, that contribute
to the measured SO2 flux (Figure 2a). Operatively, this can be achieved by picking, along a cross section over
the crater terrace (Figure 2a), the areas where the SO2 flux density (Figure 2d) peaks. Application of this
procedure to our data set yields the results illustrated in Figure 4b, showing the daily averaged and normal-
ized distribution of SO2 flux against crater position. Peaks (marked by red areas) correspond to positions,
within the crater terrace, of the two main active vent sectors: the SW + Central and the NE + hornito.

Figure 4 shows sizeable shifts in degassing activity location along the crater terrace, both at the strombolian-
to-effusive transition and at the effusion end. We find that, in the preeffusion phase of June–July 2014, the
NE + hornito and SW + Central craters both contribute to the SO2 degassing regime. Infrasonic detections
are consistent with SO2 camera-based degassing locations, showing, during the preeffusion phase, the same
twomain sources (Figure 4c). However, infrasonic detections become scattered after the onset of the effusive
phase, probably because the abrupt drop of the magma level in the conduit prevents clear source locations.
In contrast, SO2 fluxes remain well detectable above the summit craters but show an abrupt decline of fluxes
from the SW + Central craters (Figure 4b). These craters contribute little to the SO2 budget during the entire
effusive phase, when SO2 degassing is mainly localized in the northeastern sectors of the crater terrace. It is
only in November 2014, when lava effusion is ceasing, that gas emissions from SW + Central craters again
become detectable (Figure 4b).

5. Discussion

Stromboli has a long record of SO2 flux measurements that dates back to mid-1970s (see Allard et al. [2008]
for a review). Earlier measurements in the 1970–1990s, although sporadic and discontinuous, provide key
constraints on degassing dynamics within the shallow feeding system, opening the way to first assessment
of the magma degassing budget [Allard et al., 1994]. As observations become more regular and systematic,
with the advent of modern instrumental networks in the mid-2000s [Burton et al., 2004, 2009], it is then estab-
lished that Stromboli’s SO2 flux oscillates between low (<150 t/d) and high (>> 500 t/d) phases, depending
on volcanic activity state. It is demonstrated, in particular, that the SO2 flux is the largest during Stromboli’s
effusive events, when opening of fractures/dykes alters the normal magma circulation within the volcano’s
feeding conduits [Burton et al., 2007] and leads to unusually fast convective ascent of vesicular magma
[Ripepe et al., 2005; Burton et al., 2009]. Our results for the 2014 effusive eruption (Figures 3a and 4a) are
entirely consistent with these earlier results.

In contrast, identifying a precursory increase in the SO2 flux record, prior to onset of an effusive eruption, is
traditionally more challenging. All recent effusive eruptions on Stromboli (2003, 2007, and 2014) are accom-
panied by gravitational failure of the upper volcano’s flank, causing drainage of magma in upper feeding
conduits [Ripepe et al., 2015]. Such flank failure events come after periods (months) of unusually strong strom-
bolian activity at the summit craters [Ripepe et al., 2005, 2015; Calvari et al., 2010; Barberi et al., 2009; Valade
et al., 2016]. UV cameras are, at least in principle, particularly suitable for identifying such preeffusion escalat-
ing strombolian activity because, in contrast to UV scanning techniques that target the “bulk” distal plume
[Galle et al., 2010], they contribute near-vent gas observations discriminating between passive (quiescent)
and active (explosive) SO2 degassing modes [Tamburello et al., 2012].
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Our novel permanent UV camera at ROC (Figure 1) offers a proximal view on the crater terrace (Figure 2) and
is thus ideal for charactering active versus passive degassing modes at Stromboli. Although possibly under-
estimating (by a factor up to 50%) the real total volcanic SO2 fluxes, with a fraction of emissions from the
SW + Central craters potentially escaping detection, the permanent UV camera systemmakes a unique obser-
vational spot on the northeastern segment of the crater terrace, which has been the theater of all recent
Stromboli’s effusive unrests [Ripepe et al., 2005, 2015; Calvari et al., 2010; Valade et al., 2016].

Our UV camera-based time series (Figure 3) demonstrates that, in the 2 months before onset of the effusive
unrest in August 2014, the SO2 flux averages at 172 ± 96 t/d and is therefore 2 times the average level in the
posteffusive phase (54 ± 35 t/d for the November 2014 to May 2016 period). We caution that, since our
system only starts operating in June 2014, our time series clearly miss records of background SO2 fluxes in
the years before the effusion onset. We argue, however, that the May 2015 to May 2016 period, which is well
characterized by restoration of “normal” strombolian activity, can be taken as representative of the back-
ground SO2 levels and yet exhibits much lower SO2 fluxes (64 ± 36 t/d) than in June–July 2014. We propose
then that the elevated SO2 fluxes in June–July 2014 are indicative of the anomalous magmatic regime that
triggers the effusion. Below we attempt to identify the factors that cause such elevated preeffusion
SO2 fluxes.

5.1. Plume Speed Does Matter

Our calculated SO2 fluxes arise from combination of SO2 column amounts in the plume and plume speed
recordings (Figure 2). A major advantage of our near-vent UV camera observations is that plume speed
can directly be derived, at high (0.5 Hz) rate, from image processing (cf. 7.3). The plume speed calculated
in this study are obtained by optical flow processing, limited to rectangular cells located right above the
crater terrace, as close as possible to the degassing vents (Figure 2). As such, our results are poorly dependent
on wind speed pattern in the local atmosphere. The plume speed time series we report on, being directly
related to exit velocities of magmatic gases from the active vents, can allow distinguishing the active versus
passive degassing contribution to the measured SO2 fluxes. Active degassing (e.g., explosions) typically
injects into the atmosphere overpressured jets of gas and particles having average exit velocities (~50 m/s
[Ripepe et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2012; Delle Donne and Ripepe, 2012; Taddeucci et al., 2012]) much larger than
quiescent gas emissions. These latter are typically dispersed by buoyancy, at speeds of ~1–3 m/s [Tamburello
et al., 2012], while puffing activity [Harris and Ripepe, 2007] exhibits an intermediate gas release regime.
Figures 2a and 2b nicely demonstrate the distinct velocity signatures of quiescent and explosive degassing,
respectively, observed at the SW + Central and NE + Hornito craters in this specific case. In the example, both
degassing processes (explosive and quiescent) coexist at same time, and although characterized by similar
SO2 column amounts (Figure 2c), they do contribute SO2 density flux profiles (Figure 2d) that are much larger
in correspondence of the explosive vent. This supports the idea that plume speed, if calculated at vent posi-
tion, is the parameter that more strongly controls the calculated SO2 flux.

Our plume speed time series is compared in Figure 5 with the daily averaged total SO2 flux time series
(Figure 3a). The plot demonstrates the large interdaily variability of plume speeds, due to coexistence of both
quiescent (< 3 m/s) and explosive (10–100 m/s) gas emission modes during each measurement day. Even
more significantly, Figure 5 highlights that daily averaged plume speeds (Figure 5a) are far larger in the
preeffusion period (June–July 2014) than in the posteffusion (post November 2014) phase (Figure 5a).
From this, we propose that the elevated SO2 fluxes in June–July 2014 (Figures 3a, 4a, and 5b) are largely
determined by an overall faster gas transport from the active vents. We ascribe this to a larger than usual
SO2 gas contributions from strombolian explosions, which are manifestly more frequent and intense than
normal in June–July 2014 (Figure 3c).

5.2. Active Versus Passive SO2 Degassing Modes

The permanent UV camera, with its temporally resolved SO2 flux time series, allows tracking the escalating
explosive activity in June–July 2014 for the first time systematically (Figure 7). The temporal record of the
SO2 impulse rate (Figure 7a) clearly demonstrates that SO2 pulses are visibly more numerous in June–July
2014 (mean, 67 ± 47 events per hour) than during the background May 2015–May 2016 phase (mean,
20 ± 15 events per hour). The SO2 impulse rate is converted into a daily averaged active SO2 flux (Figure 7b)
from knowledge of pulse mass and duration. The large (> 100 t/d) active SO2 fluxes recorded in June–July
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2014 (Figure 7b) are further clues for the unusually explosive degassing regime captured by the UV Camera in
June–July 2014.

The relative gas contributions from active (explosions and puffing) and passive (quiescent) degassing modes
have only occasionally been quantified at Stromboli during campaign style measurements [Tamburello et al.,
2012]. Our study here is the first to study, in a systematic and continuous way, the temporal fluctuations in
active SO2 emissions (Figure 7). We find that temporal variations in active SO2 fluxes correlate well with fluc-
tuations in the total SO2 flux at a daily basis (see comparison between Figures 7a and 3a). This indicates that
explosions and puffing make together an important contribution to the volcano’s bulk degassing regime. In
the preeffusion phase, in particular, the active/total flux ratio (Figure 7c) is high (≈30%) and well above
average (≈17%). From this and the observations above, we finally conclude that temporal records of active
SO2 degassing, now possible thanks to the improved temporal resolution of UV camera observations, can
allow capturing the escalating strombolian activity, leading to Stromboli’s effusive eruption.

Charactering active degassing is also important to test the persistence of explosive dynamics during
Stromboli’s effusive eruption. One interesting aspect of our temporal record (Figure 7) is that the SO2 impulse
rate peaks to 229 events per hour during the effusive unrest. The contribution of the active SO2 flux to the
total SO2 budget (e.g., the active/total flux ratio) is also systematically higher (>40% and up to ≈60%) during
the effusive eruption (Figure 7c). This apparently contrasts with the fact that, during the effusive period, no
visible emissions of hot pyroclastic materials is observed visually or instrumentally (e.g., by thermal cameras;
Figure 3c). The very high seismic VLP activity measured during the effusive eruption (Figure 3b), however,
concurs with the elevated SO2 fluxes (Figure 3a) and SO2 impulse rate (Figure 7a) to indicate that strombolian
explosive activity persists (and is especially vigorous) also during the effusive phase. This conclusion confirms
earlier work by Marchetti and Ripepe [2005] who first associated the seismic VLP activity recorded during
Stromboli effusive phase with persisting strombolian explosive activity deep within the conduit, after the
drop of the magma level, marking onset of effusive eruptions at Stromboli [Ripepe et al., 2015 and references
therein]. This magma level drop prevents hot lapilli and scoriae reaching and erupting at the summit craters,
but active degassing associated with this explosive activity remains detectable with UV images, implying that
faster moving hot gas is still able to reach the surface.

5.3. SO2 Flux and Infrasonic Event Location

One additional precursor of Stromboli’s effusive events is the shift of active degassing (puffing activity)
toward the gravitationally unstable northeastern segment of the crater terrace [Ripepe et al., 2009; Valade
et al., 2016]. We exploit the high spatial resolution of UV cameras to identify if any of such shifts can be
observed also in our SO2 flux time series. UV camera-based vent location (Figure 4b) identifies two main
SO2 emission sources, consistent with positions of NE + hornito and SW� Central crater areas, that generally
remain active simultaneously (Figure 2a). However, onset of the effusive phase on August 2014 is clearly
tracked by concentration of SO2 fluxes at the NE + hornito crater and by the cessation of SO2 detections at
the SW + Central craters (Figure 4b). The SW + Central craters remain an inactive SO2 source for the entire
duration of the effusive eruption (Figure 4b); their SO2 contribution progressively restores after mid-October
2014, followed by the slow restoration of explosive activity at the summit craters.

Clustering of SO2 emissions at one or more vents within the crater terrace is likely to indicate where the
feeding conduit is more fluidized by gas. We therefore interpret the shift in degassing activity toward the
NE + hornito area as an evidence for a change in intensity and direction of the gas flux streamlines. We argue
this degassing shift may be a hint for magma migrating toward the structurally weak northeastern portion of
the crater terrace (e.g., the direction of the effusive vent). Our results suggest that UV camera observations
can contribute to monitoring shifts in volcanic activity from one vent area to another, which is typically
obtained by infrasonic records [Ripepe et al., 2007, 2009; Valade et al., 2016]. Infrasound irradiated during
strombolian explosions is thought to be generated by the rapid expansion of overpressure gas at the
magma-air interface, and as such is linked to dynamics of SO2 release [Delle Donne et al., 2016].
Comparison between SO2 and infrasonic source locations is shown in Figures 4b and 4c. The two methodol-
ogies suggest similar gas dynamics before the eruption onset (red dashed line of Figure 4), highlighting two
main degassing areas. However, after the eruption onset, due to the lowering of the magma column deep in
the conduit, infrasonic detections become more scattered and with a lower amplitude, while SO2 signal,
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being associated with gas leaving the conduit, remains stable and well located at the NE + Hornito crater area
(Figures 4a and 4b). This observation supports the utility of the use of UV camera images as an alternative and
innovative method in locating positions of active gas sources, especially when other methodologies are
affected by a reduced resolution.

5.4. Inferences on Conduit Processes

Our results reveal a prominent evolution of gas/magma flow dynamics in Stromboli’s shallow plumbing
system in 2014–2016. During the preeffusion June–July 2014 phase, the elevated SO2 impulse rate and active
SO2 fluxes (Figure 7) indicate the magma becomes more “bubbly” due to enhanced gas flux. In this bubble-
rich conditions, the magma is more buoyant and ascends faster [Burton et al., 2007], and coalescence is likely
to be favored, leading to increased volcano’s explosivity (see the elevated contribution of active over quies-
cent SO2 degassing modes; Figure 7c). The enhanced gas flux also raises the magma level in the conduit, thus
increasing the probability of lava overflow events. The persistence of this high magma level may eventually
produce flank instability, ultimately leading to opening of lateral effusive vents [Ripepe et al., 2017; Valade
et al., 2016; Ripepe et al., 2015].

The escalation in magma input rate can quantitatively be inferred from the SO2 flux difference between
regular activity (64 ± 36 t/d) and the high-explosivity preeffusion phase of June–July 2014 (172 ± 96 t/d).
This difference corresponds to a SO2 flux increase, from the Stromboli’s northeast crater, of 108 ± 132 t/d.
Assuming here a sulfur abundance of 0.043 and 0.245 wt % in groundmass and phenocrysts, respectively
[Bertagnini et al., 2003], a phenocrysts abundance of 10 wt % [Metrich et al., 2010], a groundmass crystal
content of 45 wt % [Metrich et al., 2010], and a magma density of 2950 kg/m3 [Pioli et al., 2014], the above
SO2 fluxes are converted into magma input rates of ~0.07 m3 s�1 (ordinary activity) and 0.2 m3 s�1 (preeffu-
sive), respectively. This difference corresponds to a 0.12 ± 0.13 m3 s�1 increase in the magma input rate in the
north-east crater conduit feeding system. Considering that the total magma input rate (0.3 m3 s�1 [Allard
et al., 2008]) during regular explosive activity at Stromboli is 4 times our estimate (~0.07 m3 s�1), our results
indicate that a sustained (two months-long) increase in the magma input rate to ~0.51 ± 0.13 m3 s�1 is suffi-
cient to trigger instability conditions that ultimately lead to vent opening and lava effusion. This value is
consistent with the magma input rate measured during the last four major effusive eruptions at Stromboli
[Ripepe et al., 2017; Valade et al., 2016; Ripepe et al., 2015].

The visible escalation in active (explosive) SO2 degassing (Figure 7) in June–July 2014 suggests that the
magma input rate increase is primarily responsible for an increase in magma vesicularity (and, consequently,
decreased density) of the feedingmagma. Under stationary flow conditions, the gas volume fraction εgwithin
the feeding conduit is controlled by the gas flux, ugs, [Pioli et al., 2012]:

εg ¼ ugs
Cougs þ vgd

(1)

where C0 is the distribution parameter, which for magma is ~2.26 and vgd ¼ Fr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2gR
p

is the terminal bubble
rise velocity (gas drift velocity), Fr the Froude number, and R is the radius of the conduit. Assuming a conduit
radius of 2.5 m, a gas density of 0.52 kg m�3 [Delle Donne et al., 2016], and for range of Eotvos and Froude
numbers between, respectively, 1 to 104 and 0.1 to 0.351 [Seyfried and Freundt, 2000], we calculate that the
increase in gas flux, from regular to highly explosive (June–July 2014) activity, is inducing an increase of
~0.1 in the gas volume fraction. In this assumption, the gas/magma volume fraction would increase from
0.27–0.47 (mean, 0.37) (during regular activity) to 0.35–0.53 (mean, 0.44) during the high-explosivity preeffu-
sion phase of June–July 2014. These gas volume fractions are well within the range of vesicularity values
measured on scoriae associated with explosive activity at Stromboli [Polacci et al., 2009; Colò et al., 2010;
Pioli et al., 2014].

As the effusion starts, the explosive activity is very intense reflecting the increased magma input rate and/or
gas volume fraction. Both processes lead to a position of magma level high in the conduit and structurally
located at the surface [Ripepe et al., 2017]. Hence, the link between gas-magma flow rate and magma level
in the conduit is broken at the effusion onset. This brings to the paradox that, although both active and total
SO2 fluxes are highest during the effusion, implying faster gas + magma transport, the magma remains
confined deeper in the conduit, and no explosion is visible at the surface. Clearly, an effusive event marks
an unusual degassing regime, in which active degassing is anomalously strong (up to 60% of the total flux)
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but the magma unusually deep [Marchetti and Ripepe, 2005; Ripepe et al., 2015]. It is only after cessation of
effusive activity that the normal degassing regime can progressively be restored, in which active degassing
contributes to only <20%.

6. Conclusions

We report here on an unprecedented long and continuous SO2 flux record obtained using a permanent UV
camera system. Our results demonstrate that permanent UV camera networks can valuably contribute to
monitoring volcano dynamics. We show that, owing to their high temporal resolution and continuity of
observations, UV camera system allows integrating gas and geophysical information in an effective way.
Integrated gas-geophysical investigations have been sporadic in the past primarily as a consequence of
the highly dissimilar sampling frequencies at which the two sets of signals are taken.

In Stromboli 2014–2016 example, SO2 imaging allows tracking distinct degassing regimes and styles for the
summer 2014 explosive-to-effusive transition and for the posteffusive recovery phase back to normal
strombolian activity. Our results indicate that high SO2 flux levels characterize the (June–July 2014) period
that culminate into the explosive-to-effusive transition. Such high SO2 fluxes persist through the entire
effusive phase but progressively decline in tandem with decreasing lava effusion rate as the eruption
progresses. SO2 fluxes remain at relatively constant, low levels in the posteffusion phase (November
2014 to May 2016), consistent with a weak explosive activity observed and with low levels exhibited by
geophysical signals.

We interpret the elevated SO2 fluxes before Stromboli’s 2014 effusive eruption as the effect of the unusually
vigorous explosive (strombolian) activity that is precursor to the eruption. We find that the high preeruptive
SO2 fluxes are largely determined by high “mean” gas exit velocities from the vents, these being in turn
controlled by the frequent and intense strombolian explosions (which emit overpressured gas, therefore
moving at higher speed than passive gas emissions). By exploiting the high temporal resolution of UV
cameras, we identify in the SO2 flux record the pulses produced by individual strombolian events. These
SO2 pulses are far more frequent (>100 events per hour) in the preeffusive phase than in background activity
(<50 events per hour), proving an anomalous active degassing regime. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time escalating strombolian activity (prior to Stromboli’s effusion) is tracked in the SO2 flux record.
We believe UV cameras are particularly suitable for the scope, since they offer the opportunity to directly
measure gas velocities from processing of image sequences taken at the active vents. We also find that
SO2 active degassing associated with explosive activity also persists during the effusive event, although no
explosive activity is thermally detected at the surface. Also based on independent evidence from VLP seismi-
city, we interpret this as an evidence of continuing explosive activity deep in the conduit, following a drop in
the magma level at the effusion onset [Marchetti and Ripepe, 2005; Ripepe et al., 2005, 2015; Valade
et al., 2016].

Our results show that active degassing associated with puffing and explosions modulates fluctuations in the
total SO2 flux: the higher the active versus passive degassing ratio, the higher the total SO2 flux. We argue that
the high total SO2 fluxes, measured during periods of high explosive activity (June–July 2014), imply faster
transport of more “bubbly”magma in the conduit. This “surge” of magma in the shallow conduits ultimately
causes the effusion onset. In contrast, low total SO2 fluxes are measured during periods of low explosive activ-
ity (post-October 2014), where slower-moving bubble-poor magma is rising through the shallow conduits.
We conclude that degassing and eruptive activity at Stromboli are primarily controlled by variations in
gas/magma input rate in the shallow plumbing system.

UV cameras also exhibit larger spatial resolution than traditional (UV scanning spectrometer) UV remote
sensing techniques. Since shift in degassing activity are identified as sign of escalating volcanic activity
preceding at Stromboli effusive eruptions [Ripepe et al., 2009; Valade et al., 2016], we exploit the spatial
resolution of UV cameras by designing a novel methodology to quantify the SO2 flux contributions from
different source vents and to identify variations of individual source’s emission strength over time. We find
that while all summit vents are simultaneously active during the June–July 2014 intense strombolian phase,
onset of the effusion on early August 2014 marks termination (or, at least, a strong reduction) of degassing
activity from the SW-Central craters. SO2 degassing from these craters only resumes at the end of effusion,
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when explosive activity at the summit craters also progressively restores. Our work here demonstrates that
UV cameras can additionally be used as an innovative method to locate degassing within the crater area.

Appendix A

A1. The UV Camera System: Hardware

Our fully autonomous UV camera system is conceived to grant high-rate (0.5 Hz) long-term SO2 flux observa-
tions in continuous mode. Similar automated permanent networks of UV camera system prototypes are
described in Kern et al. [2015] and Burton et al. [2015b]. Our system is composed of (i) an instrumental module
and (ii) an acquisition/processing module. The instrumental module is equipped with two JAI CM-140GE-UV
cameras, sensible to UV radiation, and one Ocean-Optics USB2000+ Spectrometer (same as in D’Aleo et al.
[2016]). Two different band-pass optical filters, with Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 10 nm and central
wavelengths of 310 and 330 nm, respectively, are applied to the cameras to enhance differential UV absorp-
tion in the SO2 bandwidth [Kantzas et al., 2010; Kern et al., 2010; Burton et al., 2015a]. Images (at 520 × 676
pixels and 10 bit resolution) are acquired with a frame rate of 0.5 Hz. Column densities in the camera’s field
of view are estimated from concentrations [Lübcke et al., 2013] (Figure 2). Use of the UV spectrometer allows
full UV spectra to be derived, which are processed by Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy [Platt and
Stutz, 2008] fitting the theoretical SO2 absorption cross section of Vandaele et al. [1994]. Spectra are acquired
every 5 s. The Ocean-Optic USB2000+ Spectrometer in use mounts a Sony ILX511B Linear Silicon CCD Array
Detector at 2048 pixels, with a Wavelength Response of 200–1100 nm, a dynamic range of 8.5 × 108, and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 250:1 at full signal. The spectrometer is coupled to a telescope of rectangular, verti-
cally oriented, field of view (FOV ≈ 0.3° × 14°), and spatially filtered to match the ≈12° vertical width (same
as in D’Aleo et al. [2016]). Column densities over the entire images are then obtained by integrating images
achieved by the UV camera with information achieved by the spectrometer. The instrument module is pow-
ered with 12 V batteries and solar panels and requires a power of 15 W in fully operational mode. The
acquisition/processing module consists of an integrated data logging and image processing system that
we specifically designed to gather the signal output from all hardware automatically and synchronously.
We use amini-ITX PC (Jetway N2600), connected to the instrument module, to acquire and process data auto-
matically (e.g., without the need of the operator). We designed specific algorithms to control acquisition and
processing parameters, including automatic tuning of exposure times of UV cameras and spectrometer, and
automatic evaluation of optimal viewing condition. The PC internal time drift is controlled by a specifically
designed application that reads the time stamp from a GPS antenna. Data stream between instrumental
and acquisition/processing modules occurs via wired or wireless Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol connection.

A2. Derivation of SO2 Column Densities

Processing of UV camera images allows quantifying relative absorption of UV radiation by SO2 via the
Beer-Lambert law. At this aim, sets of two images, synchronously acquired by the two cameras (mounting
filters at 310 nm and 330 nm, respectively), are combined to obtain a single absorbance image [Mori and
Burton, 2006; Kantzas et al., 2010]. Use of this two filters method allows compensating for aerosol
attenuation/backscattering while minimizing temporal mismatches associated with filter changes on a single
camera [Bluth et al., 2007] and raising temporal resolution at up to 0.5 Hz or more [Kantzas et al., 2010].
Absorbance is obtained from

A ¼ � log
I310

I330
� A0 (A1)

where A is absorbance, I310 and I330 are pixel intensities associated with cameras mounting the 310 or
330 nm filter (after normalization for exposure times), while A0 is the absorbance level associated with a clear
background sky subarea of the image (unaffected by SO2 absorption). The background sky subarea is
automatically selected for each image by the processing module.

Absorbance images are converted into SO2 column density images (Figure 2a) using data streamed from the
colocated ultraviolet spectrometer, pointing a known subarea within the camera field of view. To this aim, we
use the proportionality ratio between absorbance and SO2 concentrations in a defined region of the image
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(Figure 2e), using the methodology described in McGonigle [2007]. For calibration of UV camera images, see
also Lübcke et al. [2013].

A3. Plume Transport Speed

An accurate assessment of the plume speed field is mandatory for robust SO2 flux measurements [McGonigle
et al., 2005;Williams-Jones et al., 2006; Johansson et al., 2009; Oppenheimer et al., 2010, 2011]. Errors in plume
transport speed have been shown to contribute up to 40% of the total error in derived fluxes [Bluth et al.,
2007; Burton et al., 2015a], particularly where proxies such punctual observations of plume velocities are
assumed equal to wind velocity or when results of atmospheric transport models are used. One advantage
of UV cameras is that they can allow real-time tracking of the moving gas plume upon its exiting from the
vents [Peters et al., 2015]. As such, plume transport speed can directly be measured using UV camera, which
helps minimizing errors in SO2 flux time series.

Our UV camera system derives the plume velocity profile over the crater terrace (Figure 2) by applying
the Lucas and Kanade [1981] optical flow algorithm to sets of consecutive UV camera images. Typically,
our UV camera absorbance images contain gas-rich and ash-free portions of the plume that have higher
absorbance relative to the background and/or ash-rich plume segments. These features are exploited by
our Lucas-Kanade subroutine, integrated in the acquisition/processing module, to track gas moving fronts
in consecutive frames and then to quantify plume transport speed at 0.5 Hz. We tested performance of
this method by using artificial images with known particle velocities and obtained errors in estimated
velocities of <5%.

A4. Automatic Determination of Optimal Viewing Condition

Optimal viewing conditions of the plume, and the presence of a clear sky, are mandatory for reliable UV
camera-based SO2 flux measurements. However, weather conditions are extremely variable on Stromboli’s
summit and often prevent reliable SO2 observations. To limit our observations to optimal weather condition
windows, a visibility index is calculated in real time during processing. This index is obtained from the ratio
between the mean pixel intensity in portions of the camera’s FOV capturing (i) the sky and (ii) the ground.
Tests on field-captured images show that this ratio is high in good visibility conditions only. We only consider
for further processing camera images having visibility index higher than four (4), which means that intensity
associated with sky areas is 4 times higher than the intensity associated with ground area.
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